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Building good character, as well as time management and organizational skills, will help you throughout your life. Your 
CHARACTER COUNTS!® School Agenda is a very important tool in helping you reach these goals both in and out of the classroom. 
Just follow these simple steps:

Using your agenda in the right way will help you with your homework. Even better, it will also help you learn about the qualities you
need to succeed as a student!

Write your daily assignments for each of your classes in the blocks provided.
Be sure to record your long-term assignments and weekly goals in the appropriate blocks.
Carefully read all the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 information on your assignment pages, including: the Wheels of Success domain
section, person of character biography and quotation, value-, skill-, or character trait-related contribution, and the question/exercise. 
Complete the questions and/or exercises at the bottom of every left-hand page either in the classroom, if instructed by your teacher 
to do so, or at home with an adult. The questions/exercises in this section will help you better understand the weekly Wheels of 
Success topics the people of character represent. Discuss these questions/exercises with your classmates, teachers, and 
parents/guardians. 
Keep an eye on your academic progress using the “Progress Report” on page 122. This page will help you in tracking your grades 
and working to reach your academic goals.
Use the two-page calendar section at the beginning of each month to familiarize yourself with the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 
Wheels of Success. You may also use this calendar section to record and thus remind yourself of important activities you have 
planned throughout the year.
Check out the resource materials pages located in the back of your agenda to find helpful information pertaining to science, math, 
geography, and English, as well as useful academic website addresses. These pages serve as important reference tools for 
students like you.
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NOTE TO EDUCATORS AND PARENTS/GUARDIANS
How to Use the People of Character Discussion Ideas

NOTE TO STUDENTS - How to Use Your Agenda

Dear Educators and Parents/Guardians,

The goals of education have broadened dramatically. Today’s educational community is tasked not only with helping students meet
established academic objectives but also with encouraging both their social/emotional growth and character development. This
CHARACTER COUNTS! School Agenda features 48 people of character discussion ideas that serve as a comprehensive resource to
implement and reinforce the Josephson Institute’s CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success program. When used in conjunction
with the Institute’s Model Standards for Academic, Social, Emotional, and Character Development, it can aid in meeting our overall
educational mission. 

We encourage you to focus on the following components of each discussion idea to open dialogue among students:

• CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 Wheels of Success Domain: Each week highlights one of the 5.0 Wheels of Success domains  
(Academic, Social/Emotional, and Character) and a student command statement promoting a related value, skill, or character trait. A 
corresponding alphanumeric code directing teachers to specific information contained in Josephson’s 5.0 Model Standards further 
enhances the weekly lesson.
• Person of Character Biography: A different person of character, who demonstrates one of the Wheels of Success domains and a 
corresponding value, skill, or character trait, is featured each week. Included are an original drawing, brief biography, inspirational 
quotation, and informational website. This area helps teachers illustrate to students the ways people have applied the Wheels of Success 
in their lives and provides families with topics for home discussion.
• Value-, Skill-, or Character Trait-Related Contribution: Here each person’s biography has been matched to a specific Wheel of 
Success value, skill, or character trait to illustrate the topic of the week and further highlight the person’s positive impact on the world 
through qualities that define student success.
• Question/Exercise: Designed to spark school and home conversation about the topic of the week, the question/exercise section helps 
students relate to the Wheels of Success and provides guidance on how they can integrate them into their own lives. The 
questions/exercises provide teachers with ready-made mini lesson plans to introduce or emphasize 5.0 in their classrooms. 

Preparing students to be college and career ready means nurturing their minds, character, and emotional well-being. A college and career 
ready individual is educated, socially skilled, emotionally stable, and guided by universally accepted character values. The topics 
addressed in our people of character discussion ideas, whether read independently, in the home, or as part of a schoolwide effort, will aid
in developing these standards required to succeed in life.

Sincerely,

Greg Pappas
President
Alliance Publishing and Marketing, Inc.
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Learn more about CHARACTER COUNTS! at CharacterCounts.org.

Josephson Institute
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Phone: 310-846-4800
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What does “success” mean to you? … Having lots of money? Living in a huge house? Driving a fancy car?

Success means different things to different people. Yet true success and happiness are found within you. 

We at CHARACTER COUNTS! have created the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0 program to help you better
understand what makes a happy life. You will see the program’s Wheels of Success pictured throughout your
agenda. The first wheel, the Academic Wheel of Success, helps you become the best student possible so you
do well in school and later in life, too. 

The Social/Emotional Wheel of Success deals with emotions, attitudes, and the skills we can use to get along
with one another. Learning more about the emotions you and other people experience will help you know
yourself better and build good relationships. 

The third wheel you will see while using your agenda is the Character Wheel of Success. This wheel teaches
you about The Six Pillars of Character® – Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring, and
Citizenship. These qualities are ones you’ll need now and as an adult to become the type of person others
want to be around – a person of good character.

When you and your fellow students develop the values, skills, and character traits focused on through these
three wheels, all kinds of good things happen! You treat one another with kindness and respect, your school
becomes a better place to be, and you become happier and successful – in all the ways that matter most.

This school agenda is filled with quotes, tips, and examples of how you can build your character, advance
academically, and grow both socially and emotionally. It will help you keep track of what you are supposed to
do and what is going to happen each week. It will also help remind you when homework and projects are due
so you can become a more responsible and successful student.

Our website has lots of ideas for projects, information, and news about the CHARACTER COUNTS! 5.0
program and what others are doing to help their school – and the world – become a better place. Visit us at
CharacterCounts.org. 



Sunday Monday

Week of
April 2 - 6
www.npr.org
m.mlb.com
baseballhall.org
www.baseball-almanac.com

Ernie Banks

CHARACTER

A4. Learn
to Learn

A1. Love
Learning

A3. Commit
to Learn

A5. Make Good 
Decisions

A2. Work 
Hard to

Learn All
You Can 

WHEEL OF SUCCESS

ACADEMIC

SE4. Reach for Success

SE1.
Know 

Yourself

SE2. Manage Yourself

SE3. 
Identify 

with
Others

WHEEL OF SUCCESS

SOCIAL &
EMOTIONAL

C7. Be a 
Good Citizen

C2. Be
Trustworthy

C3. Be
Respectful

C4. Be Responsible

C6. Be 
Caring

C5. Be Fair

WHEEL OF SUCCESS

CHARACTER

CHARACTERCOUNTS!® 5.0 
WHEELS OF SUCCESS DOMAINS

Social/Emotional
The Social/Emotional Wheel of
Success focuses on helping you
better understand your emotions 
and the emotions of others. This is
an important part of your personal
well-being, because it will assist 
you in relating to others and finding
satisfaction in your own life. 

Character
The Character Wheel of Success
focuses on helping you learn about
The Six Pillars of Character®. These
important qualities (Trustworthiness,
Respect, Responsibility, Fairness,
Caring, and Citizenship) are
necessary to become a person of
good, strong character.

Academic
The Academic Wheel of Success
focuses on helping you become 
the best student you can be by
strengthening your values, your 
mind, your talents, and your attitude.
This will allow you to reach your
potential in school and in life.  

This Month’s

People of Character,

Wheels of Success Domains, 

& Biography Sources

Note to educators: Wheels feature student-friendly terminology.

1                                            2                                                                         3                                  4                                                 5                                                  6                                                 7

8                                            9                                                                         1                                1                                              1                                               1                                              1

15                                        16                                                                     1                                1                                              1                                               2                                              2

22                                        23                                                                     2                                2                                              2                                               2                                              2

29                                        30

Easter
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Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

April 2018

Week of
April 9 - 13
www.brainyquote.com
www.biography.com
www.jkrowling.com

J.K. Rowling

Week of
April 16 - 20
www.cnn.com
www.fatherly.com
www.malala.org
www.azquotes.com

Ziauddin Yousafzai

Week of
April 23 - 27
www.brainyquote.com
www.encyclopedia.com
www.variety.com

Queen Latifah

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL CHARACTER ACADEMIC

                                           2                                                                         3                                  4                                                 5                                                  6                                                 7

8                                            9                                                                         10                               11                                              12                                              13                                              14

                                        1                                                                      17                               18                                              19                                              20                                              21

                                        2                                                                      24                               25                                              26                                              27                                              28

                                        3
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TUESDAY 32
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Who was Ernie Banks?
(1931 - 2015)
The first African American to play baseball for
the Chicago Cubs, Ernie Banks signed on in
1953 and stayed with the team, despite many
losing seasons, until his retirement in 1971.
Even then, “Mr. Cub,” as he was known,
could often be found at the city’s Wrigley
Field. It was here he hit many of his 512 home
runs. Esteemed as one of the sport’s greatest
players of all time, Banks was named National
League MVP in 1958 and ’59, inducted into
the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1977, and
honored with the Presidential Medal of
Freedom in 2013.   

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:
www.npr.org

Ernie Banks was loved for being optimistic,
kind, and sincere. Through 19 seasons as a
Cub, he played 2,528 games – not a single one
in the playoffs. In spite of never winning a
pennant or division championship, Banks –
dubbed “Mr. Sunshine” – sincerely loved the
sport. He’d often exclaim, “It’s a beautiful day
for a ballgame … so let’s play two!” 

How was Ernie Banks sincere?

“ ”
“You must try to generate happiness
within yourself. If you aren’t happy in one
place, chances are you won’t be happy
anyplace.”

Practice being sincere.
A sincere person can be described as genuine,
honest, and real. Near the end of his life, Ernie
Banks said that while he had fun winning ball
games, most important in his life was “making
friends.” How can being sincere help you make
friends in life?

WEEKLY GOALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

CHARACTERCOUNTS!® 5.0
WHEELS OF SUCCESS DOMAIN:

CHARACTER
C2. Trustworthiness

C2.2

Be sincere in your
words and actions. 

DISCUSSION IDEA



Parent/Guardian Teacher Comments:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

WEDNESDAY 4 THURSDAY 5 FRIDAY 6
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LONG-TERM ASSIGNMENTS
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Parent/Guardian Teacher Comments:

Parent/Guardian Signature:
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Who is J.K. Rowling?
(1965 -     )
Harry Potter book series creator J.K. Rowling
wasn’t always a success. Shortly before the
first installment of her series was published,
Rowling suffered a divorce, was on welfare,
and could barely afford to feed her child.
Without a computer and unable to cover the
cost to photocopy her novel, she typed out
each version on an old manual typewriter to
send to publishers. After dozens of rejections,
she finally received a book deal. Adapted into
several popular films, her writings teach kids
about acceptance, friendship, and loyalty.    

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:
www.jkrowling.com

J.K. Rowling was at a low point in her life when
she created the now-famous Harry Potter. To
add insult to injury, her book was repeatedly
rejected. Yet she displayed self-confidence in
continually trying to get her work published.
Her unwillingness to admit defeat paid off in a
big way. She’s received numerous awards and
honors for the Harry Potter series.

How has J.K. Rowling displayed
self-confidence?

“ ”
“It is our choices … that show what we
truly are, far more than our abilities.” 

Practice displaying self-confidence.  
J.K. Rowling has said if you live your life under the
fear of failure, “You have failed by default.” What
do you think she means by that? How can being
self-confident help you endure any difficulties you
might encounter in reaching your own goals?

WEEKLY GOALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

CHARACTERCOUNTS!® 5.0
WHEELS OF SUCCESS DOMAIN:

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL
SE4. Success Skills and Attitudes 

SE4.5 

Overcome difficulties
and rejection … 
Be confident in

yourself!

DISCUSSION IDEA



Parent/Guardian Teacher Comments:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

WEDNESDAY 11 THURSDAY 12 FRIDAY 13
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Parent/Guardian Teacher Comments:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

TUESDAY 1716
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Who is Ziauddin Yousafzai?
(1969 -     )
Ziauddin Yousafzai is an educator, Pakistani
diplomat, and the father of young Nobel
Peace Prize-winning activist Malala
Yousafzai. He challenged parental norms in
Pakistan by raising his daughter to be
independent and educated, thus defying
cultural beliefs that women are second-class
citizens. Serving as a United Nations special
advisor on global education and educational
attaché of Pakistan in its United Kingdom
consulate, he cofounded the Malala Fund
with Malala “to enable girls to complete 12
years of safe, quality education.” 

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:
www.cnn.com

Although Pakistan’s male-dominated society
oppresses women, Ziauddin Yousafzai knew it
was wrong to conform to this practice. Despite
angering the Taliban and being seen as “a
coward” by many in his nation for defying
cultural norms, Yousafzai courageously
protected Malala’s rights, enabling her to
become a strong-willed international role
model.

How has Ziauddin Yousafzai shown
respect for another’s civil rights?

“ ”
“Education is power. It is just like a
light in complete darkness.”

Practice showing respect for 
another’s civil rights.

Just because certain people deem something
acceptable, it doesn’t always mean it is. Would it
have been easier for Ziauddin Yousafzai to just
tolerate how things were in Pakistan instead of
protecting his daughter’s right to freedom?
Why/Why not?  

WEEKLY GOALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

CHARACTERCOUNTS!® 5.0
WHEELS OF SUCCESS DOMAIN:

CHARACTER
C7. Good Citizenship

C7.1

Honor and protect
the civil rights of

others. 

DISCUSSION IDEA



Parent/Guardian Teacher Comments:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

WEDNESDAY 18 THURSDAY 19 FRIDAY 20
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Parent/Guardian Teacher Comments:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

TUESDAY 2423
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WEEKLY GOALS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30
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Who is Queen Latifah?
(1970 -     )
Award-winning hip-hop artist, actress, talk
show host, and executive producer Dana
Owens, professionally known as Queen
Latifah, began her career by breaking into the
male-dominated arena of rap music. She
quickly became a positive voice in the genre,
crafting lyrics that stressed the importance of
self-worth, respect, standing up against
violence, and being self-reliant. She created
the Lancelot H. Owens Scholarship
Foundation in memory of her late brother to
assist underprivileged students and also
supports numerous other charities.  

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:
www.encyclopedia.com

Queen Latifah is known in the entertainment
industry as a strong, independent woman with
uncompromised values. Rejecting the idea she
should adopt rap industry standards that
glorified negative behavior, she has remained
true to her own messages of positivity and
empowerment. She strives to inspire women to
have self-respect and believe in themselves. 

How has Queen Latifah been an
independent thinker?

“ ”
“Be bold; be brave enough to be your
true self.” 

Practice thinking independently.
Has there ever been a time when you’ve been
pressured to agree with someone and disregard
your own thoughts? How did that make you feel?
Why is it so important to think things through for
yourself, rather than just blindly agreeing with
someone?  

CHARACTERCOUNTS!® 5.0
WHEELS OF SUCCESS DOMAIN:

ACADEMIC
A4. Knowledgeable, Logical, Critical, and Creative Thinkers 

A4.10

You have a brain. 
Use it! Think
independently.   

DISCUSSION IDEA



Parent/Guardian Teacher Comments:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

WEDNESDAY 25 THURSDAY 26 FRIDAY 27
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COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE

COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE

PROGRESS REPORT

COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE

COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE

COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE

COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE

COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE

COURSE

TERM:
DATE    ASSIGNMENT/TEST    GRADE
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THE EIGHT PARTS OF SPEECH

NOUNS
• Common nouns refer to any person, place, thing, or idea.

     Examples:  boy, school, vegetable, city, government, gloom

•  Proper nouns are capitalized and refer to specific persons, places,
objects, or ideas.

     Examples:  Amber, Niagara Falls, England, Saturday

PRONOUNS
•  A pronoun can take the place of a noun.

     Example:  Bob saw his sister as she walked down the hall.

•  There are three kinds of pronouns:
     Subjective pronouns such as he, she, and it.
     Objective pronouns such as him, her, or them.
     Possessive pronouns such as mine, his, hers, and theirs.
     Example:  He (subjective) is looking at it (objective) through 
     his (possessive) camera.
                            

VERBS
•  A verb shows action or state of being and indicates the time of that

action or state.
 Examples:  We watched the parade. (past)

     We are watching the parade. (present)
     We will watch the parade. (future)

ADJECTIVES
•  Adjectives are words that describe nouns and specify size, color,

number, and so on. This is called modifying; adjectives are modifiers.
Example:  A large, black dog ran into the old, red barn.

ADVERBS
•  Adverbs are words that describe verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs.

They specify in what manner, when, where, and how much.  
Example:  The boy laughed cheerfully as he flew the kite. He 

                    was extremely happy.

PREPOSITIONS
•  Prepositions show how a noun or pronoun is related to another 

word in the sentence.  
Examples:  He walked around the corner.

     She stood near the building.

CONJUNCTIONS
•  Conjunctions join words, phrases, or clauses.

Examples:  Neither he nor she was allowed to go to the game. 
                     We yelled at him, but he could not hear us.

INTERJECTIONS
•  Interjections are also known as exclamations and are indicated by the

use of the exclamation mark (!).
Example:  Hey! Look out for that truck!

PUNCTUATION
•  Place a period at the end of a sentence.

     Example:  Andy and his friends visited the museum.

•  Use a period at the end of an imperative sentence that does not
express strong emotion.

     Example:  Please pick up that piece of paper.

•  Use a question mark after all interrogative sentences.
     Example:  Would you like to go to the movies?

•  Use an exclamation mark after sentences that express surprise or
deep feeling.

     Example:  I can’t believe I ran into you today!

•  Use a comma to separate words and phrases in a list.
     Example:  We bought some socks, two shirts, and a 
     pair of jeans.

•  Use a semi-colon when a conjunction is omitted; it indicates a
greater degree of separation than a comma would.

     Example:  The water was very rough; our boat rocked 
     back and forth.

•  Double quotation marks are used around a direct quotation.
     Example:  “It’s nice to meet you,” Walter said.

•  Use a colon to start a list or to formally introduce a statement.
     Example:  Rebecca has three pets: a dog, cat, and fish.

•  Use an apostrophe for a contraction, as in hasn’t (for has not),
or to show possession, as in Mary's game.

THE WRITING PROCESS
Writing involves a number of processes, each of which builds on the step 
before it. Here are the seven steps of the writing process. There are 
specific strategies to be implemented at each step.

1.  Pre-Writing: Writers need a background of material from which to draw
words, thoughts, and ideas before they can write. Pre-writing is a brain-
storming stage that can be activated through strategies such as semantic
webs, word banks, and brainstorming.

2.  First Draft Writing: Writers determine a purpose and style of writing to
give them a direction for their work. One should write freely without undue
concern for spelling or grammatical errors at this stage. The focus should
be on writing ideas in a logical manner. 

3.  Response: During this step, the writer is given both verbal and non-verbal
feedback to his/her writing from a partner, small group, teacher, or parent.
Response provides the writer with information to help him/her clarify ideas
and allows for the recognition of strengths in his/her writing.

4.  Revision: Writers make their work better through revision by adding detail,
descriptive words or phrases, and possibly changing sentence order for
variety or clarification.

5.  Editing and Rewriting: In this stage, mechanical errors are 
corrected. Written works are first edited by the writer, before rewriting
begins. Grammar skills development can be incorporated within this step.

6.  Evaluation: This step gives the reader a chance to provide feedback to
the writer. To make it a maximum growth process, vary the evaluators and
the criteria.

7.  Publishing: Publishing is a way to showcase the author's completed
work. Making class books or displaying writing are just two of many 
publishing activities.

RECOMMENDED WEBSITES 
FOR HOMEWORK HELP, ETC.
History Channel (www.history.com) – Provides a link to the History
Channel home page. 

Kids.gov (kids.usa.gov) – Government website for kids featuring a 
searchable directory of various educational subjects.

Math.com (www.math.com) – Offers free math lessons and homework
help for all grade levels.

National Geographic Kids (kids.nationalgeographic.com) –
Enables you to tour the natural world (flora, fauna, people, and places) from your
computer.

Kid Info (kidinfo.com) – Created by a retired teacher, this site offers 
numerous informational links to subjects covered in most U.S. schools.

B.J. Pinchbeck's Homework Helper (bjpinchbeck.com) – Provides
over 800 updated links covering subjects from art and English to math and 
science.

InfoPlease.com (www.infoplease.com) – Lets you conduct searches for
specific topics.

*PLEASE NOTE: These websites were active at time of publication.
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Math and Science

MULTIPLICATION CHART

PLEASE NOTE: Periodic Table was accurate at time of publication
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THE PERIODIC TABLE OF ELEMENTS



METRIC UNITS
TIME                            
60 seconds                     =      1 minute
60 minutes                     =      1 hour
24 hours                         =      1 day
7 days                             =       1 week
30 days                           =       1 month
12 months                      =       1 year
365 days                         =       1 year
366 days                         =       1 leap year
100 years                       =       1 century

LINEAR MEASURE         
1 millimeter (mm)          =      .001 m
1 centimeter (cm)           =      10 mm
1 centimeter (cm)           =      .01 m
1 decimeter (dm)            =      .1 m
1 meter (m)                    =      100 cm
1 decameter (dkm)         =      10 m
1 hectometer (hm)         =      100 m
1 kilometer (km)             =      1,000 m

CAPACITY
1 liter (l)                          =      1,000 ml
1 milliliter (ml)                =      .001 l
1 centiliter (cl)                =      .01 l
1 deciliter (dl)                 =      .1 l
1 decaliter (dkl)              =      10 l
1 hectoliter (hl)               =      100 l
1 kiloliter (kl)                  =      1,000 l

WEIGHT
1 gram (g)                       =      1,000 mg
1 milligram (mg)             =      .001 g
1 centigram (cg)             =      .01 g
1 decigram (dg)              =      .1 g
1 decagram (dkg)           =      10 g
1 hectogram (hg)            =      100 g
1 kilogram (kg)               =      1,000 g

STANDARD UNITS
LINEAR MEASURE
1 foot (ft.)                       =       12 inches             
1 yard (yd.)                     =       36 inches
1 yard (yd.)                     =       3 feet                    
1 rod                               =       16 1/2 feet           
1 furlong                         =       660 feet                
1 mile (mi.)                     =       320 rods
1 mile (mi.)                     =       5,280 feet             
                                       
AREA
1 sq. foot (ft.2)                 =       144 in.2                 
1 sq. yard (yd.2)              =       9 ft.2
1 sq. rod (rod2)                =       30.25 yd.2
1 acre                             =       43,560 ft.2
1 acre                             =       4,840 yd.2
1 acre                             =       60 rods2

1 sq. mile                       =       640 acres

VOLUME
1 cubic foot (ft.3)             =       1,728 in.3
1 cubic yard (yd.3)          =       27 ft.3

CAPACITY - DRY MEASURE
1 quart (qt.)                    =       2 pints (pt.)          
1 peck (pk.)                    =       8 quarts                
1 bushel (bu.)                 =       4 pecks                
128 cu. ft.                       =       1 cord

CAPACITY - LIQUID MEASURE
1 tablespoon (T)             =    3 teaspoons (t)
1 cup (c)                         =    16 tablespoons
1 pint (pt)                        =    2 cups
1 pint                              =    4 gills (gi.)
1 quart (qt.)                    =    2 pints                    
1 gallon (gal.)                 =    4 quarts                  
1 U.S. liquid 
barrel (bbl.)                 =    31 1/2 gallons        

1 U.S. oil 
barrel (bbl.)                =    42 gallon 

1 hogshead (hhd.)          =    2 barrels                 

WEIGHT (AVOIRDUPOIS)
1 dram (dr)                     =       1/16 oz
1 ounce (oz)                    =       16 dr
1 pound (lb)                    =       16 oz
1 stone                           =       14 lb
1 quarter (qtr)                 =       2 stones, 28 lb
1 quintal                         =       100 lb
1 ton                               =       2,000 lb
1 tonne (long ton)           =       2,240 lb

CONVERSIONS
LINEAR MEASURE
1 inch                             =       25.4 mm
1 inch                             =       2.54 cm
1 foot                              =       30.48 cm
1 yard                             =       91.44 cm
1 yard                             =       .9144 m
1 mile                             =       1,609 m
1 mile                             =       1.609 km
                                       
AREA
1 sq. foot (ft.2)                 =       .0929 m2               
1 sq. yard (yd.2)              =       .8361 m2

1 sq. rod (rod2)                =       25.29 m2

1 acre                             =       4,046.72 m2

1 sq. mile                       =       2.59 km2

VOLUME
1 cubic cm (cm3)            =       .061 in.3

1 cubic inch (in.3)            =       16.39 cm3

1 cubic foot (ft.3)             =       .0283 m3

1 cubic meter (m3)          =       1.308 yd.3

1 cubic yard (yd.3)          =       .7646 m3

FRACTIONS &
PERCENTAGES
1                 =           1.0       =           100%
3/4                =           .75       =           75%
2/3                =           .667     =           66.7%
1/2                =           .5         =           50%
1/3                =           .333     =           33.3%
1/4                =           .25       =           25%
1/5                =           .2         =           20%
1/6                =           .167     =           16.7%
1/7                =           .143     =           14.3%
1/8                =           .125     =           12.5%
1/9                =           .111     =           11.1%
1/10               =           .1         =           10%
1/11               =           .091     =           9.1%
1/12               =           .083     =           8.3%

EQUATIONS
LINEAR MEASURE
centimeters X .3937            =  inches
inches X 2.54                      =  cm
meters X 3.2808                 = feet
feet X .3048                        = meters
kilometers X .6214              = miles
miles X 1.609                      = kilometers

AREA
m2 X 10.76                      =       ft.2

ft.2 X .0929                      =       m2

km2 X .3861                    =       mi2

mi2 X 2.59                       =       km2

WEIGHT
grams X .0353                =       ounces
ounces X 28.35              =       grams
kilograms X 2.2              =       pounds
pounds X .4536              =       kilograms

CAPACITY
milliliters X .0338           =      fl ounces
fl ounces X 29.575         =       ml
liters X .2642                  =       gallons
gallons X 3.785              =       liters

TEMPERATURE
°C X 1.8 + 32                 =       °F
(°F - 32) X .555              =       °C
                 

AREA AND VOLUME
FRACTIONS

MEASUREMENTS
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